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ABSTRACT 

 

Water infiltration process to soil is one of the main components of water cycle in nature but its measuring is 
difficult, time consuming and expensive. In this research the possibility of estimating water cumulative 
infiltration to soil was prepared in specific times from the beginning of infiltration process. Analysis was done 
by using of some soil properties includes: the percentage of silt and clay, Electrical Conductivity (EC), 
Saturation Percentage (SP), Field Capacity moisture and Wilting Point moisture (WP) and by helping of 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). For this purpose, the data of infiltration experiments obtaining by double 
ring method was collected from 170points of different area of Iran country and then essential properties was 
extracted by excavating profile near those points for organizing artificial neural networks. Forth propagation 
artificial neural networks were used for estimating the cumulative infiltration after 30, 60 and 90 minutes from 
the beginning of water infiltration to soil and also basic infiltration. In this study, the inputs of network were 
accessed in 5positions and the obtained results were investigated with RMSE and EF and finally the amounts of 
RMSE and EF were respectively estimated in range of 0.0001-4 and0.95-1.Results of this research show the 
validity of estimating infiltration by artificial neural networks. 
Keywords: Artificial Neural Networks, Double Rings, Estimating Infiltration. 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Water infiltration to soil is the initial process of entering water from soil surface to the unsaturated zone of 

soil. This process is one of the main components of hydrological cycle. Quantifying water infiltration process to soil 
has much important in watershed management. Predicting be submergibility, soil erosion and pollutant transmission, 
are all depended on created runoff that is directly related to water infiltration process to soil [1]. Quantifying water 
infiltration process to soil is important for determining the water availability amount for plant growth, estimating 
additional amount of required water that must be prepared by irrigation and designing irrigation systems [14].The 
importance of this process caused to presenting different physical and experimental models for quantifying this 
process [4]. Because of continuous temporal and spatial variability of soil, generalizing infiltration experiments 
results is not without problems. There are constant coefficients in some given models that usage of them causes 
creating error because these coefficients have been determined in different conditions in comparison to climate 
conditions of Iran. So that for using these equations, it is needed to calibrate them and determine required 
parameters for these equations [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. But measuring these properties is expensive and time consuming 
so that some researches have done for estimating these parameters by using indirect method that their measurement 
is easier and less expensive. In this research, multiple regressionswere used step by step for developing transmission 
functions. In 2007, GhorbaniDashtaki and Homaee accessed the availability to functions for estimating the 
infiltration parameters of Philip (two-term), Kostiokov, Kostiokov-Lewis and Horton model. Studies represented 
that most researches about infiltration modeling is related to estimating the parameters of infiltration models but 
every model has specific assumptions and restrictions for itself so that the efficiency of every model has limited to 
used assumptions in extracting them and availability to required data for above models [2]. Also every parameter of 
these models has different sensitivity. On the other hand, if the parameters of above models be determined by fitting 
measured infiltration data, every model will fit by different errors on measured data. So, it seems that estimating 
cumulative infiltration to soil at specific times from the beginning of infiltration process by indirect methods and soil 
properties is more useful than estimating every parameter of infiltration that their number is not low, too. Also, 
cumulative infiltration has obvious physical concept and can be easily measured so that quantifying the infiltration 
process by using of cumulative infiltration concept is a more actual explanation of water infiltration process to soil 
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and other concepts like mean infiltration rate, spontaneous infiltration rate and basic infiltration rate can be derived 
of this concept[5]. Determining the parameters of every infiltration models ispossible after estimating cumulative 
infiltration data and by fitting on estimated data. In recent years, one of indirect methods that have been used for 
estimating other soil hydraulic properties is the usage of Artificial Neural Networks [1, 2, 3, 6].The aim of this 
project is measuring the possibility of indirect estimation of water cumulative infiltration to soil at 30, 60 and 90 
minutes after the beginning of water infiltration to soil and measuring basic infiltration time by using of some soil 
properties and artificial neural networks.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

1. Study Area 
In this research, required data was received from agriculture jahad ministry and soil and water engineering 

Service Company that these data were related to some provinces of country. These cities were included : Zangvan in 
Ilam province, Kord-kandi and koozreh in Hamadn province, BilehSavar of Moghan in East Azarbayjan, Dotapeh in 
Zanjan, LuinSadeh in Markazi province, Baba-Hadi in Kermanshah and Shirin-Abe-Shooshtar, Jafir-Kooshk, 
Rimkan-Behbahan, Miangaran, Cham-Golak and Sabz-Abe-Gotvand in Khozestan province, Hoor-Bozorg in 
Isfahan province and Ghezel-Tapeh in Golestan province. In addition to infiltration experiments, soil science reports 
were prepared in these cities, too. Field measurements were done in these regions by double ring method. In this 
project, at first a profile was excavated in every specific point by agriculture jahad organization experts and then soil 
samples of every layer were sent to labratorary. Double ring experiment was done around every profile and at 
3meter distance of three corners of a triangular. 
 
2. Developing Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

First step in developing artificial neural network is selecting inputs data that are related to objective 
function and these inputs must be rather independent and or at least, they mustn’t be directly calculable of each 
other. So that, it is not possible to enter the percentage of silt, clay and sand with each other as input. Properties like 
texture includes the percentage of silt and clay, the amount of saturated percentage, soil moisture percentage in the 
field capacity and wilting point situations were used as input data layer. Input layer was accessed in 5situations that 
network type creating in it was coded as 2IN, 3IN, 4IN, 5IN and 6IN. It is necessary to mention that forth 
propagation network was used in this research and the programming relating to neural network was written by 
MATLAB software [1, 2, 5]. 

 

Table1. Quality and arrangement of entering variables and designing created hierarchical networks 
 

Created network type Network input 
2IN                                                                                                                          Silt + Clay 
3IN                                                                                                                                                             2IN + Electrical Conductivity 
4IN                                                                                 3IN+ Saturated Percentage 
5IN                                                                                                                          4IN + Field Capacity Moisture 
6IN                                                                                                                          5IN + Wilting Point Moisture 

 

3. Under accessed parameters in infiltration modeling by helping of neural network  
The number of hidden layers 

By attention to available resources and Kolmogorov theorem, it is possible to model every function in 
space at most by two layers. This research has accessed hidden one-layer and two-layer networks. 
 
The number of Neurons in every hidden layer 

The numbers of 0-30 neurons were accessed for every hidden layer in this research. 
 
Transmission function in every layer 

By attention to available resources, Tansig transfer function was used for every layer [19]. 
 
4. Modelling Stages 
Collecting input data and corresponding results with observations in nature 

At first all corresponding data with soil infiltration properties were collected of all over the country. 
Different data with various properties were collected from about 170 points that the amounts of every data were 
corresponded to the average of three measured amounts of one point. The number of input parameters was 6 for 
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each data and it was corresponded to 4 output parameters. Because of modeling function complexity, the optimized 
network, relevant with themselves, was used for every output data.  
 

Removing invalid data (Clearing) 
By accessing and estimating collected data, 40 data were removed to decrease possible error to minimum in 

network training. 
 

Data normalizing 
In following the data were normalized and changes range of every data was -1 to +1.  The changes range of 

network input and output parameters be restricted by this act so that network can easily achieve adequate accuracy. 
 

Data classification (Training, Assessment, Experiment) 
Here, 70, 20 and 10 percentage of data was respectively used for network training, assessment and 

experiment. 
 

Entering data to network and training it 
Network used of training data for training itself and it be accessed by network evaluation data at every 

stage of training. This process will be continued to obtain the best condition for network. 
 

Network error assessment and experiment 
Here, the network be tested by experimental data and corresponding outputs to experimental data be 

obtained. At the end, mentioned outputs are compared with observed corresponding outputs of nature and the error 
percentage of discussed network be estimated.  
 

Network results exhibition 
In this stage, the output results of neural network were compared with experimentally observed results [18]. 

 
5. Data analysis tool 

RMES (Root Mean Square Error) and EF (Efficiency Factor) were used for accessing artificial neural 
network [3, 7]. 
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In above equation: 

iP : Estimated amount iO : Observed amount O : Mean observed amount 
 N: The number of points                     EF: Modeling Efficiency 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

It was said before that artificial neural network was created in 5states includes: Input2, Input 3, Input3, 
Input 4, Input 5 and Input6 and their related outputs were included infiltration amount in 30, 60 and 90 minutes and 
basic infiltration.After running artificial neural network in different conditions, obtained results of it was accessed 
by RMES and EF parameters and Observed data. Results and their comparison have been given in bellow tables and 
figures [16, 17, 19]. 

Table 2. RMES and EF amounts obtaining of neural networks at the first 30 minutes of water infiltration to soil 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

30 
Minutes 

Training  Reliability Test Test 
RMSE EF RMSE EF RMSE EF 

2IN 1.3801 0.9535 1.4646 0.9125 1.2668 0.9318 
3IN 4.588 0.987  0.3261 0.9971 0.2946 0.9985 
4IN 0.2796 0.998 0.5136 0.9947 0.048 0.9998 
5IN 0.2159 0.9988 0.2642 0.9982 0.0651 0.9999 
6IN 0.09443 0.9997 0.1195 0.9996 0.031 1 
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Table 2 shows the amounts of RMSE and EF at the first 30 minutes of water infiltration to soil in all 
conditions. Amounts of RMES and EF were respectively estimated 0.031 and 1 in best situation.  
 

Table 3. RMES and EF amounts obtaining of neural networks at the first 60 minutes of water infiltration to soil 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3 shows the amounts of RMSE and EF at the first 60 minutes of water infiltration to soil in all 
conditions. Amounts of RMES and EF were respectively estimated 0.0001 and 1 in best situation.  
 

Table 4. RMES and EF amounts obtaining of neural networks at the first 90 minutes of water infiltration to soil 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4 shows the amounts of RMSE and EF at the first 90 minutes of water infiltration to soil in all 
conditions. Amounts of RMES and EF were respectively estimated 0.0014 and 1 in best situation. 

 

Table 5. Obtained amounts of RMES and EF from neural networks in basic infiltration 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5 is explanatory the amount of RMSE and EF in all conditions in basic infiltration. The results show that the 
amount of RMSE is 0.01 in best condition and the amount of EF was estimated 1 in best condition. 
 

 
 

Figure1. The comparison of obtained data of artificial neural networks 6IN with observed data in basic infiltration 
 

Figure 1 shows truly the adaption of observed data with estimated data and the curve shows that all data has 
been laid on the 45º line [18, 19]. 
 
 
 

60  
Minutes 

Training  Reliability Test Test 
RMSE EF RMSE EF RMSE EF 

2IN 1.95 0.9623 2.2817 0.9464 1.6117 0.9563 
3IN 1.2069 0.9856 1.4496 0.9787 0.546 0.9976 
4IN 0.40438 0.9983 0.4654 0.9981 0.1759 0.9996 
5IN 0.307 0.999 0.3968 0.9987 0.0001 1 
6IN 0.1614 0.9997 0.0208 1 0.0359 0.9999 

90  
Minutes 

Training  Reliability Test Test 
RMSE EF RMSE EF RMSE EF 

2IN 2.2862 0.9698 8.4985 0.5143 1.832 0.9792 
3IN 1.2697 0.9906 1.1069 0.9942 1.7369 0.9751 
4IN 0.6205 0.9977 0.7344 0.9971 0.3846 0.999 
5IN 0.01553 0.9996 0.0155 0.9997 0.006 1 
6IN 0.4457 0.9993 0.4457 0.9987 0.0014 1 

Basic 
Infiltration  

Training  Reliability Test Test 
RMSE EF RMSE EF RMSE EF 

2IN 0.6346 0.9746 0.7341 0.9639 0.6087 0.9831 
3IN 0.0853 0.9927 0.0994 0.9901 0.0788 0.9994 
4IN 0.0107 0.9998 2.4455 0.6914 0.5961 0.9133 
5IN 0.1729 0.9981 0.1954 0.9979 0.1872 0.9967 
6IN 0.2555 0.9958 0.3076 0.9954 0.111 0.9981 
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Conclusion  
 

Obtained graphs and tables showed high favorable amount of RMSE and using artificial neural networks 
showed high efficiency in estimating water infiltration amount to soil. The lower amount of RMSE and also the 
amount of model efficiency that is near to number 1 indicates the suitability of artificial neural networks in 
estimating water infiltration amount to soil. Estimating basic infiltration was much efficient from this way and this 
subject shows the suitability of using this method [13, 15]. Using inputs had acceptable results in all conditions and 
observed and estimated data coincided with each other truly. The best result was obtained of estimating infiltration 
in 60minutes after the beginning of infiltration and in the 5IN state. 
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